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punishing forms of influence. If organizational power
can “ennoble,” then, recent research shows,
organizational powerlessness can (with apologies to
Lord Acton) “corrupt.”2

Power Failure in Management Circuits

So perhaps power, in the organization at least,
does not deserve such a bad reputation. Rather than
connoting only dominance, control, and oppression,
power can mean efficacy and capacity--something
managers and executives need to move the
organization toward its goals. Power in organizations
is analogous in simple terms to physical power: it is the
ability to mobilize resources (human and material) to
get things done. The true sign of power, then, is
accomplishment--not fear, terror, or tyranny. Where
the power is "on," the system can be productive; where
the power is "off," the system bogs down.

Rosabeth Moss Kanter
Power is America's last dirty word. It is easier
to talk about money--and much easier to talk about
sex--than it is to talk about power. People who have it
deny it; people who want it do not want to appear to
hunger for it; and people who engage in its
machinations do so secretly.
Yet, because it turns out to be a critical
element in effective managerial behavior, power should
come out from undercover. Having searched for years
for those styles or skills that would identify capable
organization leaders, many analysts, like myself, are
rejecting individual traits or situational appropriateness
as key and finding the sources of a leader's real power.

But saying that people need power to be
effective in organizations does not tell us where it
comes from or why some people, in some jobs,
systematically seem to have more of it than others. In
this article I want to show that to discover the sources
of productive power, we have to look not at the
person--as conventional classifications of effective
managers and employees do--but at the position the
person occupies in the organization.

Access to resources and information and the
ability to act quickly make it possible to accomplish
more and to pass on more resources and information
to subordinates. For this reason, people tend to prefer
bosses with “clout.” When employees perceive their
manager as influential upward and outward, their
status is enhanced by association and they generally
have high morale and feel less critical or resistant to
their boss.1 More powerful leaders are also more
likely to delegate (they are too busy to do it all
themselves), to reward talent, and to build a team that
places subordinates in significant positions.

WHERE DOES POWER COME FROM?
The effectiveness that power brings evolves
from two kinds of capacities: first, access to the
resources, information, and support necessary to carry
out a task; and, second, ability to get cooperation in
doing what is necessary. (Exhibit I identifies some
symbols of an individual manager's power.)

Powerlessness, in contrast, tends to breed
bossiness rather than true leadership. In large
organizations, at least, it is powerlessness that often
creates ineffective, desultory management and petty,
dictatorial,
rules-minded
managerial
styles.
Accountability without power--responsibility for
results without the resources to get them--creates
frustration and failure. People who see themselves as
weak and powerless and find their subordinates
resisting or discounting them tend to use more

Both capacities derive not so much from a
leader's style and skill as from his or her location in the
formal and informal systems of the organization--in
both job definition and connection to other important
people in the company. Even the ability to get
cooperation from subordinates is strongly defined by
the manager's clout outward. People are more
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responsive to bosses who look as if they can get more
for them from the organization.

2.

We can regard the uniquely organizational
sources of power as consisting of three "lines":
1.

Lines of supply. Influence outward,
over the environment means that
managers have the capacity to bring in
the things that their own organizational
domain
needs-materials,
money,
resources to distribute as rewards, and
perhaps even prestige.

2.

Lines of information. To be effective,
managers need to be "in the know" in
both the formal and the informal sense.

3.

When managers are in powerful situations, it is
easier for them to accomplish more. Because the tools
are there, they are likely to be highly motivated and, in
turn, to be able to motivate subordinates. Their
activities are more likely to be on target and to net
them successes. They can flexibly interpret or shape
policy to meet the needs of particular areas, emergent
situations, or sudden environmental shifts. They gain
the respect and cooperation that attributed power
brings. Subordinates' talents are resources rather than
threats. And, because powerful managers have so
many lines of connection and thus are oriented
outward, they tend to let go of control downward,
developing more independently functioning lieutenants.

Lines of support. In a formal
framework, a manager's job parameters
need to allow for non-ordinary action,
for a show of discretion or exercise of
judgment. Thus managers need to know
that they can assume innovative,
risk-taking activities without having to
go through the stifling multi-layered
approval process. And, informally,
managers need the backing of other
important figures in the organization
whose tacit approval becomes another
resource they bring to their own work
unit as well as a sign of the manager's
being "in."

The powerless live in a different world.
Lacking the supplies, information, or support to make
things happen easily, they may turn instead to the
ultimate weapon of those who lack productive power-oppressive power: holding others back and punishing
with whatever threats they can muster.

Note that productive power has to do with
connections with other parts of a system. Such
systemic aspects of power derive from two sources-job activities and political alliances:
1.

Power also comes when one has
relatively close contact with
sponsors (higher-level people
who confer approval, prestige,
or backing), peer networks
(circles of acquaintanceship that
provide reputation and
information, the grapevine often
being faster than formal
communication channels), and
subordinates (who can be
developed to relieve managers
of some of their burdens and to
represent the manager's point of
view).

Power is most easily accumulated when
one has a job that
is designed
and located to allow discretion
(nonroutinized action professionals,
permitting flexible, adaptive, and
creative contributions), recognition
(visibility and notice), and relevance
(being central to pressing
organizational problems).

Exhibit II summarizes some of the major ways
in which variables in the organization and in job design
contribute to either power or powerlessness.

POSITIONS OF POWERLESSNESS
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Understanding what it takes to have power and
recognizing the classic behavior of the powerless can
immediately help managers make sense out of a
number of familiar organizational problems that are
usually attributed to inadequate people:
•

The ineffectiveness of first-line supervisors.

•

The petty interest protection and conservatism
of staff professionals.

•

The crises of leadership at the top.

(Only company training programs ranked worse.)
Also, it is said that supervisors do not translate
company policies into practice--for instance, that they
do not carry out the right of every employee to
frequent performance reviews or to career counseling.
In court cases charging race or sex
discrimination, first-fine supervisors are frequently
cited as the "discriminating official."4 And, in studies
of innovative work redesign and quality of work life
projects, they often appear as the implied villains; they
are the ones who are said to undermine the program or
interfere with its effectiveness. In short, they are often
seen as "not sufficiently managerial."

Instead of blaming the individuals involved in
organizational problems, let us look at the positions
people occupy. Of course, power or powerlessness in
a position may not be all of the problem. Sometimes
incapable people are at fault and need to be retrained
or replaced. (See the copy on page 194 for a
discussion of another special case, women.) But where
patterns emerge, where the troubles associated with
some units persist, organizational power failures could
be the reason. Then, as Volvo President Pehr
Gyllenhammar concludes, we should treat the
powerless not as "villains" causing headaches for
everyone else but as “victims.”3

The problem affects white-collar as well as
blue-collar supervisors. In one large government
agency, supervisors in field offices were seen as the
source of problems concerning morale and the flow of
information to and from headquarters. "Their attitudes
are negative," said a senior official. They turn people
against the agency; they put down senior management.
They build themselves up by always complaining about
headquarters, but prevent their staff from getting any
information directly. We can't afford to have such
attitudes communicated to field staff."
Is the problem that supervisors need more
management training programs or that incompetent
people are invariably attracted to the job? Neither
explanation suffices. A large part of the problem lies in
the position itself--one that almost universally creates
powerlessness.

First-Line Supervisors
Because an employee's most important work
relationship is with his or her supervisor, when many
of them talk about "the company," they mean their
immediate boss. Thus a supervisor's behavior is an
important determinant of the average employee's
relationship to work and is in itself a critical link in the
production chain.

First-line supervisors are "people in the
middle," and that has been seen as the source of many
of their problems.5 But by recognizing that first-line
supervisors are caught between higher management
and workers, we only begin to skim the surface of the

Yet I know of no U.S. corporate management
entirely satisfied with the performance of its
supervisors. Most see them as supervising too closely
and not training their people. In one manufacturing
company where direct laborers were asked on a survey
how they learned their job, on a list of seven
possibilities "from my supervisor" ranked next to last.
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problem. There is practically no other organizational
category as subject to powerlessness.

supervisors. Supervisors cannot easily control events;
rather, they must react to them.

First, these supervisors may be at a virtual dead
end in their careers. Even in companies where the job
used to be a stepping stone to higher-level
management jobs, it is now common practice to bring
in MBAs from the outside for those positions. Thus
moving from the ranks of direct labor into supervision
may mean. essentially, getting "stuck" rather than
moving upward. Because employees do not perceive
supervisors as eventually joining the leadership circles
of the organization, they may see them as lacking the
high-level contacts needed to have clout. Indeed,
sometimes turnover among supervisors is so high that
workers feel they can outwait--and outwit--any boss.

In one factory, for instance, supervisors
complained that performance of their job was out of
their control: they could fill production quotas only if
they had the supplies, but they had no way to influence
the people controlling supplies.
The lack of support for many first-line managers,
particularly in large organizations, was made
dramatically clear in another company. When asked if
contact with executives higher in the organization who
had the potential for offering support. information, and
alliances diminished their own feelings of career
vulnerability and the number of headaches they
experienced on the job, supervisors in five out of seven
work units responded positively. For them contact was
indeed related to a greater feeling of acceptance at
work and membership in the organization.

Second, although they lack clout, with little in
the way of support from above, supervisors are forced
to administer programs or explain policies that they
have no hand in shaping. In one company, as part of a
new personnel program, supervisors were required to
conduct counseling interviews with employees. But
supervisors were not trained to do this and were given
no incentives to get involved. Counseling was just
another obligation. Then managers suddenly
encouraged the workers to bypass their supervisors or
to put pressure on them. The personnel staff brought
them together and told them to demand such
interviews as a basic right. If supervisors had not felt
powerless before, they did after that squeeze from
below, engineered from above.

But in the two other work units where there
was greater contact, people perceived more, not less,
career vulnerability. Further investigation showed that
supervisors in these business units got attention only
when they were in trouble. Otherwise, no one bothered
to talk to them. To these particular supervisors,
hearing from a higher-level manager was a sign not of
recognition or potential support but of danger.
It is not surprising, then, that supervisors
frequently manifest symptoms of powerlessness: overly
close supervision, rules-mindedness, and a tendency to
do the job themselves rather than to train their people
(since job skills may be one of the few remaining
things they feel good about). Perhaps this is why they
sometimes stand as roadblocks between their
subordinates and the higher reaches of the company.

The people they supervise can also make life
hard for them in numerous ways. This often happens
when a supervisor has himself or herself risen up from
the ranks. Peers that have not made it are resentful or
derisive of their former colleague, whom they now see
as trying to lord it over them. Often it is easy for
workers to break rules and let a lot of things slip.

Staff Professionals

Yet first-line supervisors are frequently judged
according to rules and regulations while being limited
by other regulations in what disciplinary actions they
can take. They often lack the resources to influence or
reward people; after all, workers are guaranteed their
pay and benefits by someone other than their

Also working under conditions that can lead to
organizational powerlessness are the staff specialists.
As advisers behind the scenes, staff people must sell
their programs and bargain for resources, but unless
they get themselves entrenched in organizational
power networks, they have little in the way of favors
to exchange. They are seen as useful adjuncts to the
4

ones who can control professional standards and judge
their own work. They create sometimes false
distinctions between themselves as experts (no one
else could possibly do what they do) and lay people,
and this continues to keep them out of the mainstream.

primary tasks of the organization but inessential in a
day-to-day operating sense. This disenfranchisement
occurs particularly when staff jobs consist of easily
routinized administrative functions which are out of
the mainstream of the currently relevant areas and
involve little innovative decision making.

One form such distinctions take is a
combination of disdain when line managers attempt to
act in areas the professionals think are their preserve
and of subtle refusal to support the managers' efforts.
Or staff groups battle with each other for control of
new “problem areas," with the result that no one really
handles the issue at all. To cope with their essential
powerlessness, staff groups may try to elevate their
own status and draw boundaries between themselves
and others.

Furthermore, in some organizations, unless
they have had previous line experience, staff people
tend to be limited in the number of jobs into which
they can move. Specialists' ladders are often very
short, and professionals are just as likely to get "stuck"
in such jobs as people are in less prestigious clerical or
factory positions.
Staff people, unlike those who are being
groomed for important line positions, may be hired
because of a special expertise or particular
background. But management rarely pays any attention
to developing them into more general organizational
resources. Lacking growth prospects themselves and
working alone or in very small teams, they are not in a
position to develop others or pass on power to them.
They miss out on ail important way that power can be
accumulated.

When staff jobs are treated as final resting
places for people who have reached their level of
competence in the organization--a good shelf on which
to dump managers who are too old to go anywhere but
too young to retire--then staff groups can also become
pockets of conservatism, resistant to change. Their
own exclusion from the risk-taking action may make
them resist anyone's innovative proposals. In the past,
personnel departments, for example. have sometimes
been the last in their organization to know about
innovations in human resource development or to be
interested in applying them.

Sometimes staff specialists, such as house
counsel or organization development people, find their
work being farmed out to consultants. Management
considers them fine for the routine work, but the
minute the activities involve risk or something
problematic, they bring in outside experts. This
treatment says something no only about their expertise
but also about tire status of their function. Since the
company can always hire talent on a temporary basis, it
is unclear that the management really needs to have or
considers important its own staff for these functions.

Top Executives
Despite the great resources and responsibilities
concentrated at the top of an organization, leaders can
be powerless for reasons that are not very different
from those that affect staff and supervisors: lack of
supplies, information, and support.
We have faith in leaders because of their ability
to make things happen in the larger world, to create
possibilities for everyone else, and to attract resources
to the organization. These are their supplies. But
influence outward--the source of much credibility
downward--can diminish as environments change,
setting terms and conditions out of the control of the
leaders. Regardless of top management's grand plans
for the organization, the environment presses. At the
very least, things going on outside the organization can

And, because staff professionals are often seen
as adjuncts to primary tasks, their effectiveness and
therefore their contribution to the organization are
often hard to measure. Thus visibility and recognition.
as well as risk taking and relevance, may be denied to
people in staff jobs.
Staff people tend to act out their powerlessness
by becoming turf-minded. They create islands within
the organization. They set themselves up as the only
5

deflect a leader's attention and drain energy. And,
more detrimental, decisions made elsewhere can have
severe consequences for the organization and affect
top management's sense of power and thus its
operating style inside.

Credibility for top executives often comes from
doing the extraordinary: exercising discretion,
creating, inventing, planning, and acting in non-routine
ways. But since routine problems look easier and more
manageable, require less change and consent on the
part of anyone else, and lend themselves to instant
solutions that can make any leader look good
temporarily, leaders may avoid the risky by taking over
what their subordinates should be doing. Ultimately, a
leader may succeed in getting all the trivial problems
dumped on his or her desk. This can establish
expectations even for leaders attempting more
challenging tasks. When Warren Bennis was president
of the University of Cincinnati, a professor called him
when the heat was down in a classroom. In writing
about this incident, Bennis commented, "I suppose he
expected me to grab a wrench and fix it."6

In the go-go years of the mid-1960s, for
example, nearly every corporation officer or university
president could look--and therefore feel--successful.
Visible success gave leaders a great deal of credibility
inside the organization, which in turn gave them the
power to put new things in motion.
In the past few years, the environment has been
strikingly different and the capacity of many
organization leaders to do anything about it has been
severely limited. New "players" have flexed their
power muscles: the Arab oil bloc, government
regulators,
and
congressional
investigating
committees. And managing economic decline is quite
different from managing growth. It is no accident that
when top leaders personally feel out of control, the
control function in corporations grows.

People at the top need to insulate themselves
from the routine operations of the organization in
order to develop and exercise power. But this very
insulation can lead to another source of
powerlessness--lack of information. In one
multinational corporation, top executives who are
sealed off in a large, distant office, flattered and
virtually babied by aides, are frustrated by their
distance from the real action .7

As powerlessness in lower levels of
organizations can manifest itself in overly routinized
jobs where performance measures are oriented to rules
and absence of change, so it can at upper levels as
well. Routine work often drives out nonroutine work.
Accomplishment becomes a question of nailing down
details. Short-term results provide immediate
gratifications and satisfy stockholders or other
constituencies with limited interests.

At the top, the concern for secrecy and privacy
is mixed with real loneliness. In one bank, organization
members were so accustomed to never seeing the top
leaders that when a new senior vice president went to
the branch offices to look around, they had suspicion,
even fear, about his intentions.

It takes a powerful leader to be willing to risk
short-term deprivations in order to bring about desired
long-term outcomes. Much as first-fine supervisors are
tempted to focus on daily adherence to rules, leaders
are tempted to focus on short-term fluctuations and
lose sight of long-term objectives. The dynamics of
such a situation are self-rein forcing. The more the
long-term goals go unattended, the more a leader feels
powerless and the greater the scramble to prove that
he or she is in control of daily events at least. The
more he is involved in the organization as a short-term
Mr. Fix-it, the more out of control of long-term
objectives he is, and the more ultimately powerless he
is likely to be.

Thus leaders who are cut out of an
organization's information networks understand neither
what is really going on at lower levels nor that their
own isolation may be having negative effects. All too
often top executives design "beneficial" new employee
programs or declare a new humanitarian policy (e.g.,
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"Participatory management is now our style") only to
find the policy ignored or mistrusted because it is
perceived as coming from uncaring bosses.

people at the top turn into decline managers and
dispute mediators. Neither is a particularly
empowering role.

The information gap has more serious
consequences when executives are so insulated from
the rest of the organization or from other decision
makers that, as Nixon so dramatically did, they fail to
see their own impending downfall. Such insulation is
partly a matter of organizational position and, in some
cases, of executive style.

Thus when top executives lose their own lines
of supply, lines of information, and lines of support,
they too suffer from a kind of powerlessness. The
temptation for them then is to pull in every shred of
power they can and to decrease the power available to
other people to act. Innovation loses out in favor of
control. Limits rather than targets are set. Financial
goals are met by reducing "overhead" (people) rather
than by giving people the tools and discretion to
increase their own productive capacity. Dictatorial
statements come down from the top, spreading the
mentality of powerlessness farther until the whole
organization becomes sluggish and people concentrate
on protecting what they have rather than on producing
what they can.

For example, leaders may create closed inner
circles consisting of "doppelgangers," people just like
themselves, who are their principal sources of
organizational information and tell them only what
they want to know. The reasons for the distortions are
varied: key aides want to relieve the leader of burdens,
they think just like the leader, they want to protect
their own positions of power, or the familiar "kill the
messenger" syndrome makes people close to top
executives reluctant to be the bearers of bad news.

When everyone is playing "king of the
mountain," guarding his or her turf jealously, then king
of the mountain becomes the only game in town.

Finally, just as supervisors and lower-level
managers need their supporters in order to be and feel
powerful, so do top executives. But for them
sponsorship may not be so much a matter of individual
endorsement as an issue of support by larger sources
of legitimacy in the society. For top executives the
problem is not to fit in among peers; rather, the
question is whether the public at large and other
organization members perceive a common interest
which they see the executives as promoting.

TO EXPAND POWER, SHARE IT
In no case am I saying that people in the three
hierarchical levels described are always powerless, but
they are susceptible to common conditions that can
contribute to powerlessness. Exhibit III summarizes
the most common symptoms of powerlessness for each
level and some typical sources of that behavior.
I am also distinguishing the tremendous
concentration of economic and political power in large
corporations themselves from the powerlessness that
can beset individuals even in the highest positions in
such organizations. What grows with organizational
position in hierarchical levels is not necessarily the
power to accomplish--productive power--but the
power to punish, to prevent, to sell off, to reduce, to
fire, all without appropriate concern for consequences.
It is that kind of power--oppressive power--that we
often say corrupts.

If, however, public sources of support are
withdrawn and leaders are open to public attack or if
inside constituencies fragment and employees see their
interests better aligned with pressure groups than with
organizational leadership, then powerlessness begins to
set in.
When common purpose is lost, the system's
own politics may reduce the capacity of those at the
top to act. Just as managing decline seems to create a
much more passive and reactive stance than managing
growth, so does mediating among conflicting interests.
When what is happening outside and inside their
organizations is out of their control, many of the

The absence of ways to prevent individual and
social harm causes the polity to feel it must surround
people in power with constraints, regulations, and laws
7

that limit the arbitrary use of their authority. But if
oppressive power corrupts, then so does the absence
of productive power. In large organizations,
powerlessness can be a bigger problem than power.

productive capacity of nations, like organizations,
grows if the skill base is upgraded. People with the
tools, information, and support to make more informed
decisions and act more quickly can often accomplish
more. By empowering others, a leader does not
decrease his power; instead he may increase it-especially if the whole organization performs better.

David C. McClelland makes a similar
distinction between oppressive and productive power:
“The negative . . . face of power is
characterized
by
the
dominance-submission mode: if I win.
you lose. . . . It leads to simple and
direct means of feeling powerful [such
as being aggressive]. It does not often
lead to effective social leadership for
the reason that such a person tends to
treat other people as pawns. People
who feel they are pawns tend to be
passive and useless to the leader who
gets his satisfaction from dominating
them. Slaves are the most inefficient
form of labor ever devised by man. If a
leader wants to have far-reaching
influence, he must make his followers
feel powerful and able to accomplish
things on their own. . . . Even the most
dictatorial leader does not succeed if he
has not instilled in at least some of his
followers a sense of power and the
strength to pursue the goals he has
set.”8

This analysis leads to some counterintuitive
conclusions. In a certain tautological sense, the
principal problem of the powerless is that they lack
power. Powerless people are usually the last ones to
whom anyone wants to entrust more power, for fear of
its dissipation or abuse. But those people are precisely
the ones who might benefit most from an injection of
power and whose behavior is likely to change as new
options open up to them.
Also, if the powerless bosses could be
encouraged to share some of the power they do have,
their power would grow. Yet, of course, only those
leaders who feel secure about their own power
outward--their lines of supply, information, and
support--can see empowering subordinates as a gain
rather than a loss. The two sides of power (getting it
and giving it) are closely connected.
There are important lessons here for both
subordinates and those who want to change
organizations, whether executives or change agents.
Instead of resisting or criticizing a powerless boss,
which only increases the boss's feeling of
powerlessness and need to control, subordinates
instead might concentrate on helping the boss become
more powerful. Managers might make pockets of
ineffectiveness in the organization more productive not
by training or replacing individuals but by structural
solutions such as opening supply and support lines.

Organizational power can grow, in part, by
being shared. We do not yet know enough about new
organizational forms to say whether productive power
is infinitely expandable or where we reach the point of
diminishing returns. But we do know that sharing
power is different from giving or throwing it away.
Delegation does not mean abdication.

Similarly, organizational change agents who
want a new program or policy to succeed should make
sure that the change itself does not render any other
level of the organization powerless. In making
changes, it is wise to make sure that the key people in
the level or two directly above and in neighboring
functions are sufficiently involved, informed, and taken
into account, so that the program can be used to build
their own sense of power also. If such involvement is

Some basic lessons could be translated from
the field of economics to the realm of organizations
and management. Capital investment in plants and
equipment is not the only key to productivity. The
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program was based on a traditional competency and
training model aimed at teaching the specific skills of
successful supervisors. The second program, in
contrast, was designed to empower the supervisors by
directly affecting their flexibility, access to resources,
connections with higher-level officials, and control
over working conditions.

impossible, then it is better to move these people out
of the territory altogether than to leave behind a group
from whom some power has been removed and who
might resist and undercut the program.
In part, of course, spreading power means
educating people to this new definition of it. But
words alone will not make the difference; managers
will need the real experience of a new way of
managing.

After an initial gathering of data from
supervisors and their subordinates, the personnel staff
held meetings where all the supervisors were given
tools for developing action plans for sharing the data
with their people and collaborating on solutions to
perceived problems. But then, in a departure from
common practice in this organization, task forces of
supervisors were formed to develop new systems for
handling job and career issues common to them and
their people. These task forces were given budgets,
consultants, representation on a plantwide project
steering committee alongside managers at much higher
levels, and wide latitude in defining the nature and
scope of the changes they wished to make. In short,
lines of supply, information, and support were opened
to them.

Here is how the associate director of a large
corporate professional department phrased the lessons
that he learned in the transition to a team-oriented,
participatory, power-sharing management process:
“Get in the habit of involving your own
managers in decision making and
approvals. But don't abdicate! Tell
them what you want and where you're
coming from. Don't go for a one-boss
grass roots 'democracy.' Make the
management hierarchy work for you in
participation. . . .

As the task forces progressed in their activities,
it became clear to the plant management that the
hoped-for changes in supervisory effectiveness were
taking place much more rapidly through these
structural changes in power than through conventional
management training; so the conventional training was
dropped. Not only did the pilot groups design useful
new procedures for the plant, astonishing senior
management in several cases with their knowledge and
capabilities, but also, significantly, they learned to
manage their own people better.

"Hang in there, baby, and don't give up.
Try not to 'revert' just because
everything seems to go sour on a
particular day. Open up--talk to people
and tell them how you feel. They'll want
to get you back on track and will do
things to make that happen--because
they don't really want to go back to the
way it was. . . . Subordinates will push
you to 'act more like a boss,' but their
interest is usually more in seeing
someone else brought to heel than
getting bossed themselves."
Naturally, people need to have power before
they can learn to share it. Exhorting managers to
change their leadership styles is rarely useful by itself.
In one large plant of a major electronics company,
first-line production supervisors were the source of
numerous complaints from managers who saw them as
major roadblocks to overall plant productivity and as
insufficiently skilled supervisors. So the plant
personnel staff undertook two pilot programs to
increase the supervisors' effectiveness. The first

Several groups decided to involve shop-floor
workers in their task forces; they could now see from
their own experience the benefits of involving
subordinates in solving job-related problems. Other
supervisors began to experiment with ways to
implement "participatory management" by giving
subordinates more control and influence without
relinquishing their own authority.
Soon the "problem supervisors" in the "most
troubled plant in the company" were getting the
9

highest possible performance ratings and were
considered models for direct production management.
The sharing of organizational power from the top
made possible the productive use of power below.

As far as these supervisors were concerned,
their abilities had always been there, in latent form
perhaps, but still there. They as individuals had not
changed--just their organizational power.

One might wonder why more organizations do
not adopt such empowering strategies. There are
standard answers: that giving up control is threatening
to people who have fought for every shred of it; that
people do not want to share power with those they
look down on; that managers fear losing their own
place and special
privileges in the system; that "predictability" often
rates higher than "flexibility" as an organizational
value; and so forth.

Women Managers Experience Special Power
Failures
The traditional problems of women in
management are illustrative of how formal and
informal practices can combine to engender
powerlessness. Historically, women in management
have found their opportunities in more routine,
low-profile jobs. In staff positions, where they serve in
support capacities to line managers but have no line
responsibilities of their own, or in supervisory jobs
managing "stuck" subordinates, they are not in a
position either to take the kinds of risks that build
credibility or to develop their own team by pushing
bright subordinates.

But I would also put skepticism about
employee abilities high on the list. Many modern
bureaucratic systems are designed to minimize
dependence on individual intelligence by making
routine as many decisions as possible. So it often
comes as a genuine surprise to top executives that
people doing the more routine jobs could, indeed,
make sophisticated decisions or use resources
entrusted to them in intelligent ways.

Such jobs, which have few favors to trade, tend
to keep women out of the mainstream of the
organization. This lack of clout, coupled with the
greater difficulty anyone who is "different" has in
getting into the information and support networks, has
meant that merely by organizational situation women
in management have been more likely than men to be
rendered structurally powerless. This is one reason
those women who have achieved power have often
had family connections that put them in the mainstream
of the organization's social circles.

In the same electronics company just
mentioned, at the end of a quarter the pilot supervisory
task forces were asked to report results and plans to
senior management in order to have their new budget
requests approved. The task forces made sure they
were well prepared, and the high-level executives were
duly impressed. In fact, they were so impressed that
they kept interrupting the presentations with
compliments, remarking that the supervisors could
easily be doing sophisticated personnel work.

A disproportionate number of women
managers are found among first-line supervisors or
staff professionals; and they, like men in those
circumstances, are likely to be organizationally
powerless. But the behavior of other managers can
contribute to the powerlessness of women in
management in a number of less obvious ways.

At first the supervisors were flattered. Such
praise from upper management could only be taken
well. But when the first glow wore off, several of them
became very angry. They saw the excessive praise as
patronizing and insulting. "Didn't they think we could
think? Didn't they imagine we were capable of doing
this kind of work?" one asked. "They must have seen
us as just a bunch of animals. No wonder they gave us
such limited jobs."

One way other managers can make a woman
powerless is by patronizingly overprotecting her:
putting her in "a safe job," not giving her enough to do
to prove herself, and not suggesting her for high-risk,
visible assignments. This protectiveness is sometimes
born of "good" intentions to give her every chance to
succeed (why stack the deck against her?). Out of
10

(business clubs have traditionally excluded women),
they have tended to seek each other out for informal
socializing. Anyone, male or female. seen as
organizationally naive and lacking sources of "inside
dope" will find his or her own lines of information
limited.

managerial concerns, out of awareness that a woman
may be up against situations that men simply do not
have to face, some very well-meaning managers
protect their female managers ("It's a jungle, so why
send her into it?").
Overprotectiveness can also mask a manager's
fear of association with a woman should she fail. One
senior bank official at a level below vice president told
me about his concerns with respect to a
high-performing, financially experienced woman
reporting to him. Despite his overwhelmingly positive
work experiences with her, he was still afraid to
recommend her for other assignments because he felt it
was a personal risk. "What if other managers are not as
accepting of women as I am?" he asked. "I know I'd be
sticking my neck out; they would take her more
because of my endorsement than her qualifications.
And what if she doesn't make it? My judgment will be
on the line."

Finally, even when women are able to achieve
some power on their own, they have not necessarily
been able to translate such personal credibility into an
organizational power base. To create a network of
supporters out of individual clout requires that a
person pass on and share power, that subordinates and
peers be empowered by virtue of their connection with
that person. Traditionally, neither men nor women
have seen women as capable of sponsoring others,
even though they may be capable of achieving and
succeeding on their own. Women have been viewed as
the recipients of sponsorship rather than as the
sponsors themselves.
(As more women prove themselves in
organizations and think more self-consciously about
bringing along young people, this situation may
change. However, I still hear many more questions
from women managers about how they can benefit
from mentors, sponsors, or peer networks than about
how they themselves can start to pass on favors and
make use of their own resources to benefit others.)

Overprotection is relatively benign compared
with rendering a person powerless by providing
obvious signs of lack of managerial support. For
example, allowing someone supposedly in authority to
be bypassed easily means that no one else has to take
him or her seriously. If a woman's immediate
supervisor or other managers listen willingly to
criticism of her and show they are concerned every
time a negative comment comes up and that they
assume she must be at fault, then they are helping to
undercut her. If managers let other people know that
they have concerns about this person or that they are
testing her to see how she does, then they are inviting
other people to look for signs of inadequacy or failure.

Viewing managers in terms of power and
powerlessness helps explain two familiar stereotypes
about women and leadership in organizations: that no
one wants a woman boss (although studies show that
anyone who has ever had a woman boss is likely to
have had a positive experience), and that the reason no
one wants a woman boss is that women are "too
controlling, rules-minded, and petty."

Furthermore, people assume they can afford to
bypass women because they "must be uninformed" or
"don't know the ropes." Even though women may be
respected for their competence or expertise, they are
not necessarily seen as being informed beyond the
technical requirements of the job. There may be a grain
of historical truth in this. Many women come to senior
management positions as "outsiders" rather than up
through the usual channels.

The first stereotype simply makes clear that
power is important to leadership. Underneath the
preference for men is the assumption that, given the
current distribution of people in organizational
leadership positions, men are more likely than women
to be in positions to achieve power and, therefore, to
share their power with others. Similarly, the "bossy
woman boss" stereotype is a perfect picture of
powerlessness. All of those traits are just as

Also, because Until very recently men have not
felt comfortable seeing women as businesspeople
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petty traits of powerlessness, people assume that she
does so "because she is a woman." A striking
difference is that, when a man engages in the same
behavior, people assume the behavior is a matter of his
own individual style and characteristics and do not
conclude that it reflects on the suitability of men for
management.

characteristic of men who are powerless, but women
are slightly more likely, because of circumstances I
have mentioned, to find themselves powerless than are
men. Women with power in the organization are just
as effective--and preferred--as men.
Recent interviews conducted with about 600
bank managers show that, when a woman exhibits the
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